In this paper, we derive fully implementable first order time-stepping schemes for McKean stochastic differential equations (McKean SDEs), allowing for a drift term with super-linear growth in the state component. We propose Milstein schemes for a time-discretised interacting particle system associated with the McKean equation and prove strong convergence of order 1 and moment stability, taming the drift if only a one-sided Lipschitz condition holds. To derive our main results on strong convergence rates, we make use of calculus on the space of probability measures with finite second order moments. In addition, numerical examples are presented which support our theoretical findings.
Introduction

A McKean equation (introduced by H. McKean
) for a d-dimensional process X is an SDE where the underlying coefficients depend on the current state X t and, additionally, on the law of X t , i.e.,
where W is an m-dimensional standard Brownian motion, L Xt denotes the marginal law of the process X at time t ≥ 0 and ξ is an R d -valued random variable. We omit an explicit dependence of the coefficients on t for brevity, but our results easily generalise to this case.
The existence and uniqueness theory for strong solutions of McKean SDEs with coefficients of linear growth and Lipschitz type conditions (with respect to the state and the measure) is well-established (see, e.g., [47] ). For further existence and uniqueness results on weak/strong solutions of McKean SDEs, we refer to [3, 24, 39] and references cited therein. Also, in the case of super-linear growth conditions it is known that a McKean SDE admits a unique strong solution [43] , assuming a so-called one-sided Lipschitz condition for the drift term.
McKean SDEs have numerous applications, for instance, in the social and the natural sciences. These include fundamental models in neuroscience, such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model [2] for neuron activation, or in biology and chemistry, such as the Patlak-Keller-Segel equations describing, e.g., chemotactic interactions (see [30] ) and long-chain polymers (see [40] ). The aforementioned examples all have drift terms which do not exhibit the classical global Lipschitz conditions on the coefficients of the SDE.
The simulation of McKean SDEs typically involves two steps: First, at each time t, the true measure L Xt is approximated by the empirical measure Here, W i and X i 0 , i = 1, . . . , N , are independent Brownian motions (also independent of W ) and i. i. d. random initial values with L X i 0 = L X0 , respectively. In the second step, one needs to introduce a reasonable time-stepping method to discretise the particle system (X i,N ) 1≤i≤N over some finite time horizon [0, T ].
An Euler scheme for the particle system is introduced in [5] , and the strong convergence to the solution of the McKean equation, of order 1/2 in the time-step and also 1/2 in the number of particles, is shown under global Lipschitz assumptions for the coefficients with respect to the state and measure (for d = m = 1). The convergence in N is often referred to as propagation of chaos.
The results in [5] have recently been extended in [42] to the case where only a one-sided Lipschitz condition for the drift holds with respect to the state, while a global Lipschitz condition is still assumed for all other dependencies.
An approximation of order 1/2 in the timestep is also given in in [5] for the density and cumulative distribution function, and this is improved to order 1 in [1] . In this paper, in contrast, we are concerned with the strong convergence of the approximations to the process itself.
We complement the work in [5] and [42] by introducing stable first order time-stepping schemes (Milstein schemes) for a particle system associated with McKean SDEs, allowing for a drift coefficient which grows super-linearly in the state component. Here, we will prove moment stability of the timediscretised particle system and strong convergence rate of order 1.
Our new Milstein scheme reveals that a term involving the Lions derivative of the diffusion coefficient with respect to the (empirical) measure is necessary to obtain the strong convergence result. The Lions derivative of functions on P 2 (R d ) was introduced by P. -L. Lions in his lectures [7] at Collège de France. This is of theoretical interest and demonstrates the inherent difference of McKean SDEs to classical SDEs with regard to higher order time-stepping schemes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no published Milstein scheme for the approximation of McKean equations even for coefficients which are globally Lipschitz in the sate and measure component.
The main difficulty presented by the super-linearity is to prove the stability of the proposed schemes, since we require pathwise estimates for each particle. This is challenging as the particles interact due to the dependence of the coefficients on the empirical distribution of the particle system.
The convergence results for the time-stepping scheme hold for a fixed dimension N , and are robust in N . To obtain error bounds with respect to the solution of (1.1), these have to be supplemented by propagation of chaos results from [42] to bound the error in N from the particle approximation. In practice, many McKean equations are motivated by large but finite particle systems, and our timestepping schemes are directly applicable in that case.
We will demonstrate that the terms involving the measure derivative are only significant for fixed finite N , but vanish with the same order of N as the terms from the particle approximation. Omitting these terms to obtain a simplified scheme for large N is practically useful as they require the simulation of Lévy area and are the computationally most expensive part of the scheme.
On a side note, in the special case N = 1 our work gives the first order convergence of tamed Milstein schemes for standard SDEs with super-linear drift. It is observed in [27] that already in this setting of classical SDEs (where the coefficients have no measure-dependence), the explicit Euler-Maruyama scheme (see, e.g., [31] ) is not appropriate in the presence of drift terms with super-linear growth. To overcome this problem, several stable time-discretisation methods, including a tamed explicit Euler and Milstein scheme [26, 45, 17] , an explicit adaptive Euler-Maruyama method [12, 13] , a truncated Euler method [37] and an implicit Euler scheme [25] , have been introduced. In [17] , a tamed Milstein scheme is introduced and convergence is proven under a commutativity assumption for the diffusion matrix, such that the Lévy area vanishes. Our technique of handling the Lévy area terms in a pathwise sense allows the analysis of the general case without this assumption.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are the following:
• derivation of a Milstein scheme for particle systems associated with McKean equations using Lions calculus on measure space;
• proof of moment stability and first order convergence in the time-step using a tamed scheme if only a one-sided Lipschitz condition holds for the drift;
• estimates of the terms involving measure derivatives, showing that these are essential for small particle systems but negligible to approximate the mean-field limit;
• detailed numerical tests supporting the theoretical findings.
• The main results extend those on tamed Milstein schemes for standard SDEs by eliminating commutativity conditions.
We became aware today that very similar main results have appeared yesterday on arXiv in [31] .
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: In Section 2 we formulate the problem set-up and introduce two different tamed Milstein schemes, in which we use two different taming factors for the drift. The proofs of the main convergence results are deferred to Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the numerical performance of the proposed time-stepping schemes and reveals that the schemes can also successfully be applied to equations which do not satisfy all imposed model assumptions.
Tamed Milstein schemes for non-Lipschitz McKean SDEs
In this section, we define the model set-up with its assumptions (subsection 2.1), and define the Milstein schemes (subsection 2.2). We focus in the analysis on the schemes with tamed drift coefficients, where the super-linear drifts are approximated by functions which are bounded depending on the mesh size (similar to the tamed Euler schemes in [42] ). A simplified version of the proofs gives the corresponding results for the Milstein scheme without drift approximation in the global Lipschitz case, and we only state the assumptions required in subsection 2.3.
Preliminaries and interacting particle system
In addition, we use P(R d ) to denote the family of all probability measures on R d and define the subset of probability measures with finite second moment by
For all linear (e.g., matrices), and bilinear operators appearing in this article, we will use the standard Hilbert-Schmidt norm denoted by · . As metric on the space P 2 (R d ), we use the Wasserstein distance. For µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R d ), the Wasserstein distance between µ and ν is defined as
, where C(µ, ν) is the set of all couplings of µ and ν, i.e., π ∈ C(µ, ν) if and only if π(·,
refers to the space of R d -valued measurable processes, defined on the interval [0, T ], with bounded p-th moments.
We briefly introduce the Lions derivative (abbreviated by L-derivative) of a functional f : P 2 (R d ) → R, as it will appear in the formulation of the tamed Milstein scheme. For more details about the definition and further information on this concept, we refer to [7] or [6, 24] . Here, we follow the exposition of [9] . We will associate to the function f a lifted functionf , which allows to introduce the L-derivative as Fréchet derivative, byf (X) = f (L X ), for X ∈ L 2 (Ω, F , P; R d ), where the probability space (Ω, F , P) is assumed to be atomless.
there exists a random variable X 0 with law µ 0 , such that the lifted functionf is Fréchet differentiable at X 0 , i.e., Riesz representation theorem implies that there is a unique Θ ∈ L 2 (Ω,
with the standard inner product and norm on L 2 (Ω, F, P; R) and X ∈ L 2 (Ω, F, P; R). If the L-derivative of f exists for all µ 0 ∈ P 2 (R d ), then we say that f is L-differentiable.
It is known (see e.g., [9] , Chapter 5.2), that there exists a measurable function ξ :
For a vector-valued (or matrix-valued) function f , these definitions have to be understood componentwise. An alternative definition of the L-derivative which does not require the atomelss property of the underlying probability space can be found in [44] .
For a given time horizon [0, T ], we consider the following McKean SDE on R
where we recall that L Xt denotes the law of X at the time t ≥ 0, b :
, for a fixed p ≥ 2, and (W t ) t≥0 is an m-dimensional Brownian motion on the filtered probability space (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P).
We assume, for any x, y ∈ R d and µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R d ) the following:
The analysis presented below can be readily extended to the case where b and σ depend explicitly on t in a Lipschitz continuous way.
We recall that under these assumptions [43, Theorem 3.3] guarantees that (2.1) has a unique strong solution with bounded p-th moments, i.e., we have
where X ∞,t := sup 0≤s≤t |X s |, for t ≥ 0. For each i ∈ S N := {1, . . . , N }, let (W i t , X i 0 ) be independent copies of (W t , X 0 ). Consider first the following non-interacting particle system associated with (2.1)
One obviously has L Xt = L X i t , i ∈ S N . Compared to the simulation of classical SDEs, the key difference is the need to approximate the measure L Xt , for each t ≥ 0. To do so, we introduce the following interacting particle system (see e.g., [22] )
where µ
Hence, we deduce from (A 
for any x, y ∈ R dN . Consequently, according to, e.g., [41, Theorem 3.1.1], the stochastic interacting particle system (2.4) is well-posed.
Time-stepping schemes and main results
Since the drift term b is not assumed to be Lipschitz with respect to the spatial argument, the standard Euler scheme is, in general, not suitable for (2.4), due to the potential moment-unboundedness of the time-discretised interacting particle system [27] . Here, we propose two novel stable time-stepping schemes which achieve a first order strong convergence rate.
We partition a given time interval [0, T ] into M ∈ N steps of equal length δ := T /M . In the sequel, we set t n := nδ and for any t ∈ [0, T ], we define t δ := max{t n | t n ≤ t} = t/δ δ. Now, for n ∈ {0, . . . , M −1}, we introduce the following tamed Milstein schemes: For each particle 6) where the driving Brownian motions W i are assumed to be independent and ∆W 
We define b δ in two different ways yielding two schemes, which will subsequently denoted by Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, respectively: For Scheme 1, we use
and for Scheme 2, we define
Note that the following bounds hold for the two different choices of b δ :
In case the drift b is also globally Lipschitz in the state component, a tamed scheme is not necessary and we can instead introduce a standard Milstein scheme by simply replacing b δ in (2.6) with b; see subsection 2.3 for details on this case.
The continuous time version of (2.6) reads In what follows, we show that the fully discretised particle system converges, in a strong sense, to a solution of the limit McKean SDE if N → ∞ and δ → 0 and establish the order of convergence. To establish the following main result on moment stability and strong convergence of the above proposed time-stepping schemes, we need further assumptions on the coefficients b and σ. To formulate them, we require a definition describing regularity properties of a function f :
→ R in terms of the measure derivative, see [9, 10] .
• We say that
for any µ, there is a continuous version of the map
exist and are jointly continuous in the corresponding variables (x, µ, y), such that y ∈ Supp(µ).
• We say that f ∈ C 2,(2,1) (
exists and is again jointly continuous in the corresponding variables. Also, the joint continuity of all derivatives is required globally, i.e., for all (x, µ, y, y ). In this case f (x, ·) is called fully C 2 .
For vector-valued or matrix-valued functions, this definition has to be understood componentwise. Now, for any x, x , y, y ∈ R d and µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R d ), we require the following:
where ∇ 2 is the second order gradient operator w. r. t. the first argument, which is a bilinear operator from
Concerning the diffusion term σ, we further impose, for all x, x , y, y ∈ R d and µ, ν ∈ P 2 (R d ):
Remark 2. Note that (A 3 σ ) implies the boundedness of the quantities appearing in (A 2 σ ). We only state the bounds for clarity and completeness. Now, we are in a position to present our first main results (concerned with Scheme 1).
Proof. The proof is deferred to Section 3, subsection 3.1.
1+δ|b(x,µ)| . Then there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of M and N ) such that
Proof. The proof is deferred to Section 3.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above theorem and the pathwise propagation of chaos result in [42, Proposition 3.1].
Corollary 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold for p = 2. Then there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of M and N ) such
where
(2.10)
it is sufficient to show that sup
as the L 2 -error of the second summand is of order δ 2 due to Theorem 2.2. Further, (2.11) was proven in [42, Proposition 3.1] and the claim follows.
The second main result is concerned with Scheme 2.
1+δ|b(x,µ)| 2 . Then the statement of Theorem 2.2 still holds.
Proof. Due to the choice of taming, we have the stronger bound in (2.7) and standard techniques (see, e.g., [34, 45, 42] ) can be employed to prove the moment boundedness of Scheme 2 (see also Remark 3 below). The proof of the strong convergence rate is then analogous to Scheme 1 and is therefore omitted.
Remark 3. The crucial difference between these two results is that for Theorem 2.4 we do not need to require (A To prove moment boundedness for Scheme 1, a pathwise estimate of the time-discretised particle system is required. In order to obtain such an estimate the mean-field terms need to be controlled. Here, our main contribution is to show how the Lévy area terms in above schemes can be handled in a pathwise sense (see, Lemma 2.1). In [17] , a commutativity assumption for the diffusion matrix is imposed, such that the Lévy areas vanish. The techniques used to prove our result can also be employed to relax the assumptions imposed in [17] .
Milstein scheme for globally Lipschitz drift
For sake of completeness, we give a set of model assumptions, which allows to derive an analogous convergence result for a standard Milstein scheme, i.e., without taming the drift. For any x, y ∈ R d and
σ ) for the diffusion, and for the drift we impose:
Under the assumptions listed above, the standard Milstein scheme defined as in (2.6), with b δ replaced by b, is stable (i.e., has bounded moments) and converges with strong order 1. As b and σ have linear growth in both components and the particles are identically distributed, the claim concerning the stability of the scheme follows by a standard Gronwall type argument. The proof for the strong convergence order is a simplified version of the proof of Theorem 2.2 and is therefore omitted.
We end by estimating the term involving the L-derivative, 12) which is expected to be close to zero for a large number of particles, as explained by the following heuristic observation. Instead of discretising the particle system, we can discretise the equation (2.1) in time using a Milstein method without employing the particle method to approximate the measure.
Itô's formula applied to a function [9, Proposition 5 .102]), in our case to the components of the diffusion coefficient 
with Y 0 = X 0 . Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the term (2.12) vanishes as N → ∞, since (2.13) and (2.6) (with b δ replaced by b, as we restrict this discussion to a global Lipschitz setting) should coincide for N → ∞, i.e., a propagation of chaos result on the level of the time-discrete system. More precisely, we give the following proposition. We only prove this statement for globally Lipschitz coefficients, but expect a similar result to hold in the general setting of this paper. 
Proof. See subsection 3.4.
Proof of results
Here, and throughout the remaining article, we write a b to express that there exists a constant C > 0 such that a ≤ Cb, where a, b ∈ R. The implied constant C > 0 might be dependent on the parameters p, ε, T, m, d i.e., C = C(ε, p, T, m, d), but is independent of M and N . Also implied constants might change their values from line to line in a sequence of inequalities. To make the presentation clearer, we split the proof of Theorem 2.2 into several auxiliary lemmata.
In the sequel, we take p ≥ 2, ε > 0. For sake of readability, we also set, for any i ∈ S N ,
(3.1)
Proof of Lemma 2.1
Proof. We utilise ideas developed in [26] for tamed schemes for standard SDEs. We will point these out and focus on the key differences to [26] . We fix a particle index i and set 
the set of events such that the process
is small enough, λ ≥ 1 is some sufficiently large constant, andÃ i k and D n,λ will be defined at a later stage of the proof such that ED n,λ ≤ C for some C > 0.
Also, we introduce the quantity
where c ≥ 1 and its role will become clearer at a later stage of the proof. Let Y i,N tn be given by (2.6), then we aim at showing that
for all n = 0, . . . , M . Inequality (3.2) is a pathwise estimate for the moments of each particle on the set of events Ω 
where λ ≥ 1 is chosen large enough and depends on the constants appearing in the assumptions for b and σ and the terminal time T > 0.
Further, we obtain from standard inequalities,
In the sequel, we will need the set of events, for c chosen appropriately,
Using the global Lipschitz assumption (A 
From the one-sided Lipschitz assumption and the polynomial growth (in the state variable) of the drift term in (A
By virtue of (3.3), we obtain the estimate
Further, for r = q we have the following decomposition of the Lévy area 2 (see, [15, 14] and references therein for details). Using this, we may write
Therefore, onΩ
we have, for some constant C > 0,
where c will be set to C. Hence, it can be shown that there is a sufficiently large λ ≥ 1 such that
. For a sufficiently large M and some positive real parameter a we have
where C > 0 is independent of δ and 
and iterating (3.4) gives, for an integer q < n, 
Some auxiliary lemmata
To simplify the statements of the following auxiliary results, we assume that the initial data have finite moments for any p ≥ 2. 
Proof. From (A 1 σ ) and Minkowski's inequality, we derive that
where in the last display we used the fact that Z j,N , j ∈ S N , are identically distributed. Consequently, to derive (3.5), it is sufficient to show that
In the sequel, we aim at verifying (3.6). According to [10, Proposition 3.1], we have
where σ kl is a component of σ, and 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ d. Also, δ j,i = 1, for j = i and δ j,i = 0, for j = i. Itô's formula in combination with (3.7) yields
where (e l ) 1≤l≤m is the standard orthogonal basis of R m . Note that Lemma 2.1 implies
Due to (2) and (3) of (A 
Obviously, (3.8) and (3.9) yield
By Hölder's inequality and Minkowski's inequality, it follows from (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (A 2 σ ) that
Taking (3.8)-(3.11) and (A 2 σ ) into consideration yields
Therefore, employing BDG's inequality followed by Hölder's inequality, gives that
where we exploited (A 
The same result can be shown ifΥ
where Γ i was introduced in (3.1), we deduce from Minkowski's inequality that
In what follows, we will estimateΛ k,i t , k = 1, . . . , 6, one-by-one. By Itô's formula, one has
which implies that
Hence, we deduce from Young's inequality and BDG's inequality that
for some constant C 1 (ε) > 0, where in the last display we utilized (3.8), (3.11) and
due to (2) of (A where we used (3.18) in the second step, and (3.6) in the last step. Using Minkowski's inequality and Hölder's inequality, we derive from (2) and (3) of (A 1 b ), (2.5), and (3.18) that 20) where in the last estimate we utilized that
and that X j,N t − X j,N t δ , j ∈ S N , are identically distributed. Applying Hölder's inequality and Young's inequality, we deduce from (3.8) and (3.18) that
for some constant C 2 (ε) > 0. Taking advantage of (3.11) and (3.18) giveŝ
Finally, applying BDG's, Minkowski's, and Young's inequalities, and taking (A 1 σ ), (2.5) and (3.18) into account, leads tô
for some constant C 3 (ε) > 0. Consequently, (3.15) follows from (3.16) and (3.19)-(3.23). 
Proof. Using (3.7) with σ therein replaced by b, we obtain from Itô's formula that
where Υ i was given in (3.1). Therefore, we havê
By virtue of Lemma 3.2, one has
for some constant C 1 > 0. On the other hand, following the steps of the proof of Lemma 3.2, there exists a constant C 2 > 0 such that
Next, by Young's inequality and Minkowski's inequality, it follows that
Following analogous arguments to derive (3.12) and (3.14), we deduce from (A
As a consequence, (3.24) follows directly from (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27).
Proof of Theorem 2.2
With Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 at hand, we are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2:
Proof. In the sequel, we fix i ∈ S N and t ∈ [0, T ]. We aim at showing that
where M i · and Υ i · were defined in (3.1). Obviously, we have
From the one-sided Lipschitz condition in (A 1 b ), one obviously has
Due to (3) of (A 1 b ) and Young's inequality, we obtain from (2.5)
In terms of (2) of (A 1 b ), it follows immediately from Young's inequality that
Thus, combining (3.29), (3.30) with (3.31) and taking advantage of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 (with small enough), besides (3.8) and (3.11), we infer from Minkowski's inequality that, for some constants
where we utilized that Z j,N , j ∈ S N , are identically distributed and that, for some constant C 3 > 0,
Thus, (3.28) follows from (3.32) and Grönwall's inequality.
Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. To make above discussion more precise, we compute
where (Y i tn ) 0≤n≤M is defined by (2.13) based on an independent copy (W i , X i 0 ) of (W, X 0 ). Squaring out the right side of the previous equality and taking the expectation on both sides gives
In the sequel, we estimate each of these expectations one-by-one.
First observe using the imposed Lipschitz assumptions on σ and (∇σ)σ, we can readily estimate, for some constant C > 0,
is the empirical distribution of N i. i. d. copies, (Y i ) i∈S N of (2.13). The term Π 4 can be treated as follows: First, we compute
Also note that, since (D L σ)σ is assumed to be Lipschitz in all arguments, we obtain
Further, for ease of notation, we restrict the analysis to d = 1 for the subsequent analysis:
where in the last display, we employed the independence of the random variables (Y i tn ) i∈S N and the Brownian motions, respectively. Hence, using above estimates for Π 41 and Π 42 , we get
Next, we compute, using the fact that b is Lipschitz continuous in both components,
For Π 1 , we have
Hence, putting everything together, we obtain
where φ(N ) is defined in (2.10). The constant C is independent of the present time-step n ∈ {0, . . . , M }.
Consequently, recalling that
any n ∈ {0, . . . , M }.
Numerical results and implementation details
We now present a number of numerical tests to illustrate our theoretical results. For each example, we employ the particle method to approximate the law L Yt n at each time-step t n by its empirical distribution. For our numerical experiments we used N = 10 4 (and N = 10 3 in Example 3). As we do not know the exact solution in the considered examples, the convergence rates, in terms of number of time-steps, was determined by comparing two solutions computed on a fine and coarse time grid, respectively. To be precise, the same Brownian motions were used to compute an approximate solution (at time T = 1) on the fine and coarse level. In order to assess the strong convergence in δ, we compute the root-mean-square error (RMSE) by comparing the numerical solution at level l of the time-discretisation with the solution at level l − 1 at the final time. As error measure we use the quantity
denotes the numerical approximation of X at time T computed with N particles and 2 l T time steps.
In the examples presented below, we choose the values σ = 1.5, c = 0.5 for the parameters in the SDEs. These non-globally Lipschitz SDEs satisfy all assumptions needed to guarantee a unique strong solution.
Example 1:
Example 2:
Example 3:
We first use the two different tamed Milstein schemes (i.e., Scheme 1 and Scheme 2) without the L-derivative terms. For all examples, we observe strong convergence of order 1 (see Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b) .
Note that not all model assumptions needed to guarantee moment stability for Scheme 1 are satisfied in case of Example 2. However, as illustrated numerically, it seems reasonable that the established theory is also valid in a more general setting. Furthermore, we remark that in Example 1 the diffusion coefficient only contains an expectation and does not explicitly depend on the current state X t (i.e., the derivatives with respect to the state component vanishes). Hence, we expect the tamed Euler scheme to converge with order 1. This is confirmed numerically below as well. The drift b δ of the tamed Euler scheme is chosen as in Scheme 1 for the Milstein scheme.
From all the numerical results presented below, it is also apparent that Scheme 1 consistently outperforms Scheme 2 in terms of accuracy. We further note that the strong convergence order for Scheme 2 seems to be observable for extremely fine time-grids (i.e., M ≥ 2 12 ) only, which might be due to a large implied constant appearing in the strong convergence analysis of Theorem 2.4.
We now illustrate the effect of the L-derivative. In case of Example 1, the L-derivative of the diffusion term is simply D L σ(x, µ)(y) = 1, for all y ∈ R (see Example 1 on page 385 [9] ), which allows us to compute the term (2.12) and the tamed Milstein scheme (Scheme 1) for this example reads
Similarly, the L-derivative of the diffusion term appearing in Example 3 can be computed as (see Example 4 on page 389 in [9] ) D L σ(x, µ)(y) = ∂ y sin(x − y) = − cos(x − y).
The tamed Milstein scheme (Scheme 1) for this example therefore has the form In Fig. (2a) , we compare for Example 3 the strong convergence rate of the tamed Milstein scheme (Scheme 1) without implementing the terms involving the L-derivative, with a full tamed Milstein scheme, i.e., including the L-derivative terms, for N = 100. To implement the Lévy areas, we employ the approximation proposed in [51] . The complexity for computing the Lévy areas for all time-steps is O(N 2 M 3/2 ), where the additional factor M 1/2 comes from the choice for the truncation level of the socalled Karhunen-Loève expansion of certain Brownian Bridge processes. Both schemes converge strongly with order 1. Although, the full tamed Milstein scheme shows a slightly better accuracy, we note that this additional gain is not significant taking the complexity of computing the Lévy areas into account. Due to the high computational complexity of this scheme, the time discretisation is coarser than the one chosen in Fig. 3a . In Fig. 2b we show results for the same test with N = 3. This illustrates necessity of implementing the L-derivative terms to achieve the desired strong convergence order of 1, since the scheme without the L-derivative terms only converges with order 1/2. Fig. 3a compares, in the case of Example 1, the strong convergence rate of a tamed Euler scheme with a full tamed Milstein scheme including the L-derivative terms. As indicated in Fig. 1a , the tamed Euler scheme converges in a strong sense with order 1 if the number of particles is sufficiently large compared to the number of time steps. However, for a small number of particles (e.g., we used N = 2, 5, 10, in our tests), we observe that we only recover a strong convergence rate of order 1/2, if we omit the additional terms involving the L-derivative.
In Fig. 3b , we compute for a given step size δ = 1/M the root-mean-square error (for several choices of N ) between a numerical approximation of the particle system (associated to the McKean SDE in Example 1) obtained using a tamed Euler scheme (i.e., ignoring the L-derivative terms) and one obtained by the full tamed Milstein scheme, at the final time T = 1. We choose M = 2 4 , 2 5 , 2 6 for our tests. For a fixed choice of M , we then compute the RMSE for N l = 2 l , for l = 2, . . . , 6, where
where Y i,N l ,M T denotes the numerical approximation using a tamed Euler scheme of X at time T computed with N l particles and M time steps, whileỸ i,N l ,M T was computed using a full tamed Milstein scheme. We observe a strong convergence rate 1/2 with respect to the number of particles. Fig. 4a depicts the strong propagation of chaos convergence rate (for Example 1). For a fixed number of time steps M = 2 6 , we compute for different sizes of the particle system, N l = 2 l , for l = 3, . . . , 7, a RMSE between two particle systems,
where the particle systemỸ i,N l ,M , 1 ≤ i ≤ N l , is obtained by splitting the set of Brownian motions driving the particle system Y i,N l ,M , 1 ≤ i ≤ N l , in two sets and simulating two independent particle systems, each of size N l /2: (Ỹ i,N l ,M,(1) ) 1≤i≤N l /2 is a particle system obtained by using the Brownian motions (W i ) 1≤i≤N l /2 and (Ỹ i,N l ,M, (2) ) N l /2+1≤i≤N l is obtained from the set (W i ) N l /2+1≤i≤N l . In particular, this means that for these two smaller particle systems only N l /2 particles are used to approximate the meanfield term. As a time discretisation scheme, we employ a tamed Euler scheme and the full tamed Milstein scheme, respectively. We observe a strong convergence order of 1/2 in terms of number of particles. Corollary 2.3 only proves a strong convergence order of 1/4 (see, equation (2.10) for d = 1). However, recent results (see, e.g., [48, Theorem 2.4]) suggest that the optimal rate is 1/2. These results do not apply to our problem description, as they rely on strong regularity assumptions on the coefficients of the underlying McKean SDE (in particular, the drift needs to be globally Lipschitz continuous in the state component). [4] D. Belomestny and J. Schoenmakers, Projected particle methods for solving McKean-Vlasov stochas-
